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praetoria
This year, we had a very successful Praetoria! For those of you who don’t know, Praetoria is GJCL’s leadership academy where delegates from different schools come to learn about the inner workings of running a chapter.

We had 21 students attending ranging from Alpharetta High School to Woodstock High School.

While at Praetoria, we had fun designing our own t-shirts, making s’mores, playing certamen, and creating inter-school activities. We all went in with unique things to offer, and we all came out with new found insights.

I would highly recommend all to apply next year. Praetoria is a great place to learn about what it takes to be an officer, run local events, and just make new friends.

## Jason Juang’s Praetoria Experience

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What exactly do you do at Praetoria?</th>
<th>What was your favorite part of it all?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Praetoria is a leadership summit for JCLers who want to be more actively involved in the JCL. People there can network with other chapters and find ways to improve their own chapter.</td>
<td>My most favorite part of praetoria was the opportunity to learn more different schools, networking with new people, the sticker competition.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What do you think is the most important thing you gained from this experience?</th>
<th>Would you recommend it to others? Why?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I think the most important thing that was gained was the networking from all of the different chapters around the state and the sharing of information of what each individual chapter does differently from others.</td>
<td>I would absolutely recommend it to others! Praetoria is a way for people who are interested and invested in the JCL to have a better understanding and participation in its community!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fall Forum was just as lively and enjoyable as everyone expected.

The energy in the gymnasium was evident from the growing sounds from all the chapters bustling into their seats. When everyone had arrived, GJCL President Michael Banks pounded his gavel onto the podium, officially commencing the first general assembly. The GSCL and GJCL officers gave opening announcements, and the principal of North Gwinnett High School delivered a special keynote address where he expressed his admiration for our dedication and bond formed by the common love of classics. As soon as the assembly was concluded, everyone scattered to their favorite workshops and events in the first block, including 2nd Vice President Michelle Cho’s bracelet-making service project, Ludi volleyball, and a new addition to Fall Forum: Ludi basketball. Some ambitious scholars even tackled the pentathlon exam.

Meanwhile, a few delegates stood out among the crowds in their colorful, classic Roman garb. These brave candidates delivered their English oratories and were interviewed, head-to-head in friendly competition for the position of Host or Hostess. Prior Hostess and Secretary Mina Yu, with the assistance of other Committee and GJCL board members, was faced with the difficult selection from all the wonderful, capable candidates.

Different events were held even during the lunch block. Historian Lucy Ku prepared a variety of creative props for the photobooth, including popular latin phrases and emojis. Many JCL’ers visited the photobooth to capture forever the memories made in Fall Forum.

The next two blocks didn’t disappoint either. Athletes rushed to the field for ultimate frisbee and dashes while others students participated in or spectated the intense certamen tournaments. Boisterous cheers from the gladiatorial combat room attracted new students, and Michael Bank’s Presidents workshop provided helpful insight and advice to maintain a successful JCL. The two hours had flown by, and soon, all the delegates joined in the North Gwinnett gym once again.

During the second general assembly, sponsors and the SCL members distributed all the academic, artistic, and athletic awards and made closing announcements. Mina Yu finally took the podium to reveal...
the Host for the 2017-2018 term. She first commended all of the candidates for their dedication and courage, and after the excruciatingly long wait, she welcomed the eighth and final member of the GJCL board- Hostess Blaine Kantor from North Gwinnett High School! All of the officers, candidates, and students congratulated Blaine with hearty applause, and Michael Banks banged his gavel, drawing an end to Fall Forum.

If there was one thing Fall Forum was lacking this year, it was the time to experience every single workshop, Ludi event, and certamen round. It offered endless options of things to explore, and it was such a diverse and enriching experience for all students who were lucky enough to be present.

We thank all of the diligent students and staff at North Gwinnett High School who provided the great facility and helped the event run smoothly. October 21st was truly an exciting, unforgettable day for the GJCL, and to console ourselves of its end, we can only look forward to an extremely hyped state convention where we will convene once again to create even more lasting memories.

Praetoria attendees take a group picture to celebrate their mini reunion at Fall Forum!

"What was your favorite part of Fall Forum?"

Polling Results:
East Side: Certamen
Wheeler: Impromptu Art
ACA: Gladiatorial Combat
Walton: Bracelet Service Project
Mountain View: Ludi events
Oconee: Wax tablets
Parkview: Roman Banquet
What made you decide that you wanted to become hostess?
I am PASSIONATE about Latin and wanted to get more involved in this amazing organization. GJCL has truly changed my life and I am excited to be on the team that helps plan these life-changing events!

What is your primary goal for your term?
My primary goal for my term is to make sure that each new and small GJCL chapter feels supported, trained, and involved in all things GJCL! I will work around my schedule to meet with the new delegations as often as needed to ensure that each chapter, no matter how big or how small, feels involved in the amazing GJCL community. To me, this means I will need to take a very hands-on approach to mentor new delegations. I will meet with their boards and teacher sponsors regularly to ensure that the goals and values of the Junior Classical League are being upheld through their chapter and discuss individual chapter goals. I will also assist the new delegations with advertising strategies and teach them how to run meetings and plan service projects.

What are you most excited about now that you’re hostess?
I am so excited to serve the organization that has changed my life for the better!

Who is your JCLove?
I have met so many zealous and amazing people through JCL, but all of the members of the Georgia delegation have a special place in my heart! <3

And then there were nine! A failed attempt of a group jump picture with all of the officers!
A Memorable Fall Forum for North Gwinnett

Daniel Lee

April 23, 2017. How could we have known exactly what having the GJCL President as a member of our delegation would mean for us besides a vague notion of hosting Fall Forum? Behind the scenes, NGJCL President, kool Kevin, worked tirelessly with Daddy Pres to plan out the logistics of Fall Forum — with notable help from VP Daniel. From June until October, Daddy Pres assumed his responsibilities as the GJCL President and worked sleepless nights to bring upon the GJCL an unforgettable day filled with opportunities to foster new friendships and deepen existing ones. Such as work busies bees in a new summer, the NGJCL worked fervently to bring an experience we could be proud of. Surely, other states would look to Georgia and think, "O fortunati!" More than nine hundred people showed up to the North Gwinnett campus to enjoy this celebration of the classics. Smiling faces were seen all around and the interactions between schools were like nothing ever witnessed before. As Thomasville and Blue Ridge Pathfinders mingled with all the school in between, many lost their sense of time as they enjoyed invigorating gladiator duels, fascinating workshops, and riveting academic tests. Visitors to the Suwanee culture were welcomed by a staple lunch, Chick-fil-A. Marvelous to say, the frantic pacing of teens with walkie-talkies worked to facilitate an unprecedented number of people into the cafeteria. It was a breathtaking sight to see NGJCL volunteers work beyond their designations to bring the most enjoyable Fall Forum to the GJCL. While making bracelets for children in hospitals, many engagers in the classics made small talk as pleasant vibes filled the atmosphere. The GJCL officers were spread across the campus as Kevin Fan dominated the ultimate frisbee field, Lucas Kuan jammed out to groovy tunes, Michael Banks conversed with delegates from every school, as Anika Park led a highly insightful workshop, Lucy Ku captured the fun in photos, Michelle Cho guided the service project, Mina Yu invested herself into the host/hostess contest, and Seong Ryoo captured the hearts of many whilst competing in certamen. To the toils of the GJCL officers the success of Fall Forum can be attributed to. The hope of Fall Forum was to provide an experience worth remembering and to form friendships worth keeping. In those regards, no other event hosted by any other organization could possibly have presented the same experience as the Georgia Junior Classical League’s Fall Forum. Through abounding workshops and exhilarating ludique olympika and tense certamen rounds and various other activities, JCLers from all across the expansive state of Georgia — all sixty thousand square miles of land — came to one high school to partake in a celebration of a language outsiders commonly refer to as a dead language. In his treatise, De Amicitia, Cicero urges to put friendship before all human values. Though long and difficult to put on a t-shirt, Cicero captured the essence of the JCL 1980 years before its conception through this quote, and never was it more apparent than at GJCL’s 2017 Fall Forum.
Walton Kickoff Certamen Tournament

Vineet Gangireddy

The mix of apprehension and excitement was tangible in the air of Walton High School’s newly established rotunda. On September 16th, JCLers from all over Georgia came to Walton to participate in the first Certamen tournament of the year. The rotunda was packed tight with players frantically cramming, National Convention participants reuniting, and volunteers organizing. Novice players, faced with their first ever tournament, were asking their more experienced counterparts for advice and guidance while Intermediate and Advanced players were quizzing each other rapidly.

The tournament started off at 9:00 a.m. with preliminary rounds consisting of twenty questions each about the Roman Monarchy, Gods and Goddesses, early Latin literature, and the Latin language itself. JCLers experienced their first Certamen questions of the year, and fierce rivalries were born in the Novice division and revisited in the upper divisions. After the preliminary rounds, lunch finally satiated the players’ growling stomachs where, for an hour, JCLers came together, forming new friendships and strengthening old ones while also preparing for the highly anticipated Finals.

Walton, North Gwinnett, and Northview clashed in the finals for the Advanced division with Walton coming out on top, followed by Northview and North Gwinnett. The Intermediate and Novice divisions were also heavily contested with Northview winning Intermediate and Walton winning Novice.

The whole tournament wouldn’t have been possible without the help of the volunteers from the WJCL and the sponsors from all the schools that participated. The tournament was very smoothly run and fun for all players. Everyone is excited for the next Certamen tournament at Eastside on December 9th where they can once again show off their skills in this wonderful competition.

The winning Walton team in the Novice division consisting of eighth graders.

The Advanced Finals between the longtime rivals of Northview, North Gwinnett, and Walton while GJCL President Michael Banks looks on intently.
This semester, Wheeler’s JCL found a renaissance. Soon after Nationals, members and officers alike busied themselves with various endeavors to reintroduce the spirit of JCL to new members. From constant opportunities of involvement, innovation, and inspiration, every member had the opportunity to become artistically engaged, meet other JCL enthusiasts, and, most importantly, find a way adopt Latin outside the classroom.

Our chapter has increasingly grown more involved with the Junior Classical League. With over 50 total members between eighth grade and high school, our chapter has not experienced better turn-out to our monthly meetings. Our informational meeting welcomed dozens of members while we consumed the archetypal chips and salsa, the food insignia of Wheeler JCL. Our annual and ever-popular Pumpkin Carving Contest held in October brought more than 30 members to embrace the classical culture in an otherwise festive occasion. In addition, the start of Roman Reads, an activity where Wheeler JCL members engage with elementary students and read mythologies, established a new manner of outreach so that we can share our love for the classics.

In addition to the various events prepared throughout the year, a new division was added to Wheeler’s growing chapter: Certamen. For never having a Certamen team in the history of Wheeler JCL, our first tournament in September was a spectacular start to the new season. Our intermediate team remained undefeated throughout all four rounds and placed first at the Walton kick-off; they also had an excellent second tournament, finishing third at Fall Forum.

With a new change of direction, so many members have found the inspiration to express our love for the classics. Whether it be taking a Medusa Mythology Exam, trying Certamen for the first time, or simply wearing a Latin T-shirt every week, the underlying enthusiasm for the classics can easily be detected within our JCL, and active participation has grown so overwhelmingly that the future of Wheeler JCL will inevitably be optimistic.
This year’s Fall Forum was a mini-state convention of academic and athletic contests, unique workshops, General Assemblies, and fun. Students attended workshops on Greek dancing and gladiatorial combat, dressed in classical attire for the host/hostess interview, and challenged each other in competitions ranging from intense volleyball to classic Certamen. The annual kick-off event for the GJCL was an amazing chance to bond over making a bulla or creating impromptu art while meeting others and spending time with old friends.

Following tradition, Walton performed spectacularly from Olympika to Certamen. Although some may believe that studying classics and playing sports are mutually exclusive, Walton consistently placed in both team events like tug-of-war as well as individual sprints. The advanced Certamen team continued the legacy by placing first, the novice team placed first, and intermediate team performed excellently in their division. Additionally, Walton had an overwhelming number of awards for tests from all levels of Latin. Congratulations to all who participated!

The outstanding showing from Fall Forum is evidence of our upcoming success in April. With these results, Walton is ready to dominate at state convention!

Walton’s November meeting featured the annual Grape-Eating contest, where students challenged each other one-on-one to eat the highest number of grapes in thirty seconds. Contestants bravely participated in the short but intense competition as onlookers cheered.

The pool of competitors decreased with each passing round until sophomore Neeraj Raja and junior Bhargav Tata remained. Spectators watched with bated breath as the thirty seconds of the final round began. Historian Anita Singh recalls, “Neeraj took his sweet time chewing.” With mere seconds left in the round, Bhargav overtook his opponent and won by a single grape.

Fittingly, our current vice president Bhargav Tata carried on the legacy of former vice president Donian Chyong, winner for four consecutive years with a record of thirty grapes in thirty seconds. Congratulations to everyone who participated!
This year the Woodstock GJCL Chapter has been going strong under our new president Chloe LeRoy. Our chapter was tasked with increasing our membership by 15 people and we exceeded that expectation. This membership increase was largely due to Chloe’s Peppermint Recruitment Drive. This was where members of our chapter got together and created cards describing our chapter, what we do, where to find us, and how to join. We made a card for each student at our school and attached a peppermint to each. We delivered a bag of peppermint cards to every teacher that had a homeroom class.

Some of our newer members have started working with our older members in our school’s coffee shop: The Daily Grind. Latin Club members work in The Daily Grind during their lunch periods every Friday. The money these students make goes toward Latin Club functions. Recently, we had an opportunity to fundraise with the company Thirty-One selling their tote bags. The money our members have helped raise will go towards students who wish to join Latin Club and attend State Convention. It also allows us to refurbish our chariot which we will enter in the chariot race at State Convention. We used this chariot in the Woodstock High School Parade to represent Latin Club on October 11, 2017.

Woodstock High School’s Club Rush was another event our chapter used to promote our club and boost membership. Club Rush is a way for our school’s clubs to attract interested students and gain new members. Our club was able to gain several new members from Club Rush.

Our T-shirt Coordinator, Gavin Hester, is working on our two new Latin Club shirts which we will be selling in the bazaar at state convention.

The Woodstock JCL chapter has already had one of its best years in terms of membership, promotions, and activities. We’ve been doing so much already and were looking forward to future years in the JCL.

Latin Club members Elizabeth Haygood, Colin Lyons, Abby Borland, and Zach Staelens working in The Daily Grind
SODALITAS, The Walker School’s chapter of the GJCL, has banded together with Walker’s Student Service Organization to promote this year’s Salvation Army Canned Food Drive. To encourage donations from the student body, SODALITAS has been sending reminders to the delegation and even hosting competitions to keep the cans coming in. While doing this, the club is also leaving their mark by labeling each can collected with a memorable Latin phrase.

At SODALITAS’ most recent meeting, the club congregated for donuts and a friendly competition: a member’s name was entered into a drawing for each can brought in. At the end of the meeting, the winner, Christine Adkins, was drawn. She won a $10 iTunes gift card for her contributions. Members also competed in a canned food game in the style of The Price is Right. By arranging five cans from the least to most expensive (and answering a few other random tit-breakers), Christine Adkins again came out the big winner and received another $10 iTunes gift card.

The drive stands out to both long-time and new members of the club. A first-year member of SODALITAS, sophomore Lindsey Riley, revealed, “I think it’s a good idea because it gives us as a community the opportunity to help those who are less fortunate. I think SODALITAS’ involvement is great because it encourages even more people to pitch in.”

Senior Landi White, who has now been in SODALITAS for four years, added that the club takes a unique approach, saying, “It’s like coming at something from a different angle. As a whole, the school is encouraging bringing cans at a more broad and general level, but SODALITAS is really able to get at it on a more personal front, offering incentives and making it a fun community activity.”

SODALITAS hopes to increase participation even more before the drive ends. The group’s determination to help out their community has inspired the delegation and beyond, and it will continue to do so as the effort carries on.
Calling all Latin-loving JCL’ers! We’d like to call your attention to the supportive, closely-knit family of Milton High School’s JCL. The Milton Latin Club takes pride in having a social and academic event every month, giving our members plenty of opportunities to interact with each other. This year, Milton JCL kicked off the year with an annual Toga Tailgate in August, which is an event held before the first football game of the year where Milton Latin students have a blast, listen to awesome music, and face off against each other in gladiatorial combat— all while wearing togas! In September, Milton JCL’s social event was a meme contest, where students faced each other in a tense yet very entertaining competition to see who would be crowned victor. October marked the creation of the homecoming parade float, while the arrival of November has the Milton JCL officers preparing for Latin Club’s annual movie night. Other social events that Milton Latin Club members look forward to this year are the Saturnalia party, Selfie Scavenger Hunt, State Convention, and the End of the Year Banquet.

Social events not quite your style? Well, don’t worry about that because Milton JCL members also participate in many academic events throughout the year, such as the Medusa Mythology Exam, the National Latin Exam, and of course, certamen! Whichever events you prefer, Milton JCL will be more than happy to welcome you with open arms, warm smiles, and many, many cookies (thanks Mr. Marsh!). So what are you waiting for? Grab your toga, favorite meme-making app, and craving for crustula, and join the Milton Latin family! Whether you’re a certamen player running to the portables after school every Monday and Wednesday, cookie-hoarder, or ready to make some memes for the group chat, the Milton Latin Club family is ready to welcome you home.
With an overwhelming amount of t-shirt donations from our North Gwinnett JCL, boxes in Magister Martin’s room were overflowing, allowing our dog service project to function in full gear! On September 29th, 2017, the Latin room was filled with volunteers after school, excited that it was Friday and eager to create handmade toys for dear animals at the local shelter. Not only were Latin students present, but the word about the service project got around so much that even Spanish and French students came to help! Starting off with an introduction and gratitude statement from our fellow NGJCL President, Kevin Kim, the students were shifted to a bigger room, also known as the Physics room, as the Latin room was not big enough for such huge participation. When everyone was settled, the officers proceeded to show the instructional video of Sophie’s World with her notorious bite at the end. As shirts and scissors started to be passed out, the volume of the room was getting louder and louder. The vice president, Daniel “Gucci” Lee, then started to blast some music through the classroom speaker, and the whole room became an enormous party as everyone started to sing along to the songs as if we were in a karaoke session. The atmosphere of everyone having a fun time and bonding was truly a pleasant sight to see when suddenly a booming voice was echoed throughout the room; Kevin was performing an unintentional solo, shocking students and bringing laughter into the air. Additionally, people started to wear the cut-up shirts over their clothes to present comedic, but iconic fashion styles, which further triggered a roar of giggles throughout the NGJCL. At the same time, everyone was either still cutting fabric or holding onto one end of the rope for another to braid, giving anyone a helpful job to do. As time was quickly passing by, the crate for finished products was gradually filling up, eventually overfilling with various colors. Unfortunately, however, the box of t-shirts was slowly emptying out as well, meaning the service project was coming to an end. Luckily, though, Kevin and Daniel brought ice cream as a chill reward after everyone’s hardworking efforts, ending the event on a refreshing note. Afterwards, despite allowing to leave early, many NGJCL volunteers stayed after to help clean up the bits and pieces of fabric on the tables and floors! As a result, the room was left spotless and perfect for school usage next Monday. Overall, the dog toy service project was not only an action of kindness, but also a bonding experience for the NGJCL.

Some of our NGJCL students hard at work, dealing with all kinds of fabric!
On November 10th, 2017, the students of the active NGJCL gathered together in Mr. Martin’s room after school, ready to perform craftsmanship of projects for both those in need and those who have bravely served for our country. After a gratitude statement from our NGJCL President, Kevin Kim, the whole crowd was lead to the chorus room as the Latin room was too small for such enormous participation as always. When everyone was quietly settled, Kevin and Daniel, our fellow Vice President, proceeded to give simple instructions on what general ideas to put on the blank canvases, (in this case, white t-shirts) and how to assemble the desired structure of the letters. Understanding the rules, the eager volunteers ran to grab numerous fabric markers of various colors and began to decorate the shirts with different Latin phrases of positivity such as “carpe diem,” meaning “seize the day.” Not only was the t-shirt activity/service a “bene” way to embellish clothes for those cold in the season of winter, but also an “optime” way to present artistic imaginations and skills! Additionally, to increase the efficiency of the overall event, during the period of when the amount of fabric markers were scarce, other students started to work on troop letters, relaying their appreciation for what the

Awesome NGJCL students getting into groups to brainstorm t-shirt designs together!

fighters have done to preserve protection and patriotism of the United States. Furthermore, to add to the productive atmosphere, Daniel started to play some chill music through a bluetooth speaker from his Spotify playlist for others to sing along to, ranging from the ballads of Sam Smith to the pop rhythm of Demi Lovato. In the span of legitimately 10 minutes, the whole chorus room turned into a choir, truly representing the tight-knit bond of the NGJCL; the overall view of the room was a blissful sight to look at as both a Latin teacher and student as volunteers were exchanging conversations and working together to think of original t-shirt designs that would go along well with “veni, vidi, vici.” Of course, from our fellow prime officers, a wave of laughter was brought into the crowd as they started to model the hand-made designed t-shirts so professionally as high-quality pictures were being taken from the amazing NGJCL historian, Chloe Wills. Unfortunately, however, as time gradually passed by, both the stack of t-shirts and letters started to pile up, and resources were starting to run out, foreshadowing the end of the project. Volunteers not only helped clean up, but also stayed around to talk to more Latin students, showing the open relationship within our Latin club while still enacting acts of kindness.
Civis Challenge from 1st VP Lucas Kuan

Salvete omnes!
I’m Lucas Kuan, the 1st VP. I’m excited to announce the Civis Challenge!

The Civis Challenge is a membership drive I’ve started this year to increase membership of the GJCL. Our goal is to hit 3000 members. To do so, we’ve split up all the different schools that were registered last year into three different levels: 7-50, 51-100, and 101+. We then set each of their goals to grow by 30%, 20%, and 10% respectively. Any chapter with zero students registered last year has a target of registering 4 students this year. They will be considered among the small group section.

We will award the top school in each division based on how much they grew with a $50 gift voucher to the American Classical League Teaching Materials and Resource Center (TMRC). We will also give recognition at state convention to the schools that hit their goals.

The whole drive will be done by the end of Phase 1 of registration so Nov. 15th. This is when we will decide the winners of the gift vouchers. However, we will still recognize schools that hit their goal by the end of Phase 2 registration. Reaching your goal will also win you points at convention.

You can check how many students you had registered last year through this spreadsheet. The spreadsheet also tells you the membership goal for the coming year. There are two pages: one is sorted by number and one is sorted by name. Both are color coded by tier.

One of the main tenants of the GJCL is to foster the classics, and the best way to do so is increase chapter participation and membership.

I’m sure all of you share the same passion for our Latin family, so I’m sure we will hit our goal.

National Convention video created by Historian Lucy Ku
Salve Omnes!

This year, we are running a logo contest for a new GJCL logo, and we need your help! We want you to submit a possible new design to be the face of Georgia. What do you get out of this? Well, spirit points at State Convention and bragging rights to say you designed our logo! We only have a few rules.

Professional: We will be using this new logo on all our future endeavors, so please keep it clean and eye-friendly! You can use words and lettering, but keep in mind that the logo will be on all things, from small brochures to large projection screens – make a logo that is scalable!

Theme: Logo must promote the GJCL. Therefore, you must have the letters GJCL somewhere on the design. Also, please keep it classically themed. Please leave room somewhere on the design so that future modifications like adding the words Winner, or Award can easily fit and work well with the logo.

Color: Please limit your color use to 2 colors.

Integrity: Logos cannot contain copyrighted material. Logos must have been created and edited by the contestant(s). Logos may not include images or licensed images that have been previously published. Must be easily reproducible and scalable for large and small formatting.

Variation: Additionally, you may choose to design two logos – one with simply a thumbnail design and another with more text. While not required, this is highly recommended.

Please have all of your submissions in by January 1st!

Turn them in through this google form

Local Publication Contest by Editor Anika Park

Salve omnes!

Please consider participating in the Local Publication contest! The only requirement is that you create one newsletter that reflects your JCL chapter. As the year draws to a close, this is the perfect time to start working a newsletter that sums up your JCL's activities and events throughout this semester. Here is the rubric:

**CONTENT**
- Are the articles relevant to the classics or the JCL?  25 Points
- Is the content of the articles diverse?
- Are there photographs, videos, or any sort of multimedia?
- Are there multiple people who have contributed towards the issue (Diverse authorship can include submissions from peers, interviews, etc.)?

**GRAMMAR AND STYLE**
- Is there a minimal amount of grammatical or stylistic errors?  10 Points

**PRESENTATION**
- Are the articles organized and easily readable?  15 Points
- Is the format of the issue aesthetically pleasing?
- Are headers, page numbers, columns, etc. consistent?
SUBMIT TO THE ALAE EDITOR@GJCL.ORG

1. Increase publicity for your local JCL chapter's events

Chapter Highlights
- 200 - 400 words long
- Include AT LEAST ONE photograph of the event (preferably with captions!)
- Summaries of chapter preparations for convention, member meetings, etc. are all welcome!

Specific Events and Projects
- 400 - 600 words long
- Include AT LEAST TWO photographs of the event (preferably with captions!)
- Summaries of special service projects, JCL socials, celebrations, ceremonies, etc. are all welcome!

2. Submit your creative content to be published in a statewide publication

Creative Content
- Must be related to the classics or JCL
- Must be school-appropriate
- Drawings, photographs, poems, short stories, etc. are all welcome!

IF YOU'D LIKE TO SUBMIT SOMETHING OTHER THAN THESE OR HAVE QUESTIONS, PLEASE CONTACT EDITOR@GJCL.ORG